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Apax Partners 
Apax Partners (Apax, the Firm) is a global private equity advisory firm. 

Over its more than 40-year history, Apax Partners has raised and advised 

private equity funds (Funds)  that invest in companies across four global 

sectors of Tech & Telco, Services, Healthcare and Consumer. These Funds 

provide long-term equity financing to build and strengthen world-class 

companies.

Apax entered the Robeco Private Equity’s ESG program in 2007. Over 

the last decade Apax has built a very rigorous ESG approach, based on 

a well-defined Responsible Investment Policy. The Firm believes  a focus 

on responsible investing can lower risk and enhance financial returns for 

its Funds and underlying portfolio companies, whilst also creating a net 

benefit for society. 

Apax’s ESG journey through the lens of our ESG program is illustrated in 

Figure 1 and explained in more detail on the next page.

Early mover
In 2008 in its first ESG assessment, Robeco Private Equity established that 

Apax had a proactive approach towards responsible investing. At the time, 

the Firm had its own Responsible Investment Guidelines in place and was 

moving towards a more systematic appraisal of ESG issues both pre- and 

post-investment. In its first feedback, Robeco Private Equity recommended 

that Apax enhance its internal expertise on social and governance issues 

by offering education and training to investment team. 

In 2010 Apax decided to formalize its ESG approach and establish a 

Sustainability Committee which, in turn, appointed a lead executive 

responsible for the day-to-day implementation of the Apax Sustainability 

Programme. It also introduced a pre-investment ESG due diligence 

questionnaire and monitoring procedures for portfolio companies. 

The aim was to systematically assess each new portfolio company and 

quantify its ESG risks and opportunities. In each case, Apax reviewed the 

entire value chain of the business and looked for efficiencies in areas 

such as the reduction of transportation, waste and pollution costs and 

the optimization of human resources and their knowledge. After this 

assessment was completed, areas for improvement were identified and 

management was given targets on which they were to be monitored over 

the life of the investment.

After endorsing the UN PRI (the Principles) in 2011 Apax implemented 

processes to adhere to the Principles and made responsible investing an 

integral part of its investment approach. In the adjusted and detailed 

annual ESG survey sent out in 2011 Robeco Private Equity introduced 

questions related to ESG KPIs. This turned out to be the catalyst for Apax’s 

thinking on ESG KPIs for portfolio companies. In 2012 the firm found 

that tangible results were not easily identifiable because there was no 

Robeco and Robeco Private Equity
Robeco is an international asset manager offering an 

extensive range of active investments, from equities to bonds 

and alternatives. Research lies at the heart of everything 

Robeco does, with a pioneering but cautious approach that 

has been in its DNA since the foundation in Rotterdam in 

1929. Robeco believes strongly in sustainability investing, 

quantitative techniques and constant innovation.

Robeco Private Equity is the private equity arm of Robeco 

that raises capital from professional investors and selects 

private equity funds that invest in privately-held companies. 

The aim is to grow and improve those companies and 

achieve a higher valuation and attractive return when the 

investment is realized. Robeco Private Equity benefits from the 

broader Robeco organization, RobecoSAM as a sustainability 

investment specialist as well as ORIX (Robeco’s parent 

company) with extensive resources and industry expertise.

Robeco Private Equity’s investment philosophy is based on 

three objectives: maximizing long-term value investing with 

a disciplined and research-driven process and providing 

transparency and control. Private equity funds typically remain 

in the portfolios that Robeco Private Equity manages  for ten 

to twelve years. Throughout this  period they are  expected 

to build lasting and sustainable companies before they exit 

them. 

ESG Engagement Program
To be able to create value private equity funds have to manage 

environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks in their 

portfolio companies and take advantage of ESG opportunities. 

That is why Robeco Private Equity started a structured dialogue 

on ESG integration with the private equity managers back in 

2004, being one of the first asset managers in the industry 

to launch a private equity strategy with an ESG Engagement 

Program. The program currently includes over 70 private 

equity managers.

Apax Partners is a good example of a global private equity 

firm that very early on recognized the relevance of a 

formalized ESG framework for its investment process, the 

portfolio companies and its investors. This case study describes 

the milestones in the firm’s ESG journey since the inclusion 

in Robeco Private Equity’s ESG Engagement Program and 

outlines its Sustainability Program as it is today.
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Figure 1: ESG integration at Apax Partners over time

Source: Apax, Robeco Private Equity

 

baseline information available. So instead it defined a set of ESG KPIs for 

the portfolio companies and started gathering data from them using a 

software platform. In the following year Apax published its first annual 

sustainability report which included the ESG performance across its 

portfolio. 

All these efforts by Apax are reflected in the high ESG performance of this 

manager. In Robeco Private Equity’s 2018 assessment Apax was awarded 

an A+, the highest possible score for its ESG work. We describe its current 

approach to ESG integration in the rest of this document. 

Apax’s ESG approach
Apax’s Sustainability Program is fully embedded in its investment process: 

from identifying ESG risks pre-acquisition, through working with portfolio 

companies post-acquisition to monitoring their ESG indicators. Its overall 

goal is to achieve a better understanding of the operations of each 

portfolio company, to assess their ability to manage ESG considerations, 

and to put in place risk mitigation and value creation initiatives.

Due diligence process
Apax’s investment professionals undertake pre-investment ESG due 

diligence for each new investment made by the Apax Funds. The focus 

of the due diligence is on the ESG areas that Apax believes are key 

to understanding the ESG profile of the particular company in which 

its Funds are considering an investment. The Operational Excellence 

Practice’s (OEP) extensive knowledge and expertise regarding business 

operations is leveraged by Apax investment professionals during the due 

diligence process. Their insights into how a portfolio company’s existing 

operations might be optimized, ESG risks addressed and mitigated, and 

value unlocked during ownership are highly valuable.

Key ESG issues, which might represent either a risk to the portfolio 

company’s business or an opportunity for value creation, are highlighted 

as part of the due diligence process. Where necessary, investment 

professionals will work with the relevant company’s management team to 

develop an improvement plan to address findings in the post-investment 

stage. This can either be included in the 100-day planning process or 

shortly thereafter, depending on the severity and materiality of the 

identified risks. 

Prior to the closing of a new investment by the Apax Funds, the 

findings of the ESG due diligence process are reviewed by the Apax 

Sustainability Committee and incorporated into the final Investment 

Committee documentation. The Apax Sustainability Committee 

consists of 7 members drawn from different areas within the firm and 

oversees all activities related to responsible investment - ensuring 

policies and processes are implemented and adhered to. In addition, 

one staff member is responsible and accountable for the oversight and 

implementation of responsible investment.

Monitoring via ESG KPIs
A core element of the Apax Sustainability Program is the annual collection 

of over 100 ESG-related KPIs from the underlying portfolio companies. 

These KPIs cover environmental data, including natural resources usage 

and efficiency programs, social data including employees and health & 

safety, and governance data, including regulatory compliance. 

Apax’s ESG KPI data collection process was introduced in 2012 and it is 
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of both the portfolio as a whole as well as how well individual portfolio 

companies are managing material ESG factors within their business. 

Through the ESG data Apax collects from all majority-owned portfolio 

companies on an annual basis, it is also able to identify ESG incidents 

which have been discussed at Board level. This detailed source of ESG 

data is used to inform stakeholders and to drive value creation projects 

executed by the OEP team members and Apax investment professionals 

assigned to a particular portfolio company. The OEP team uses the 

annual ESG KPI information from the portfolio companies to analyze 

the materiality of certain ESG factors to value creation in the portfolio 

company such as electricity usage and carbon footprint.

based on the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), specific LP questionnaires 

and other resources focused on the reporting of non-financial metrics. 

The KPIs consist of qualitative and quantitative data and binary yes/

no inputs. The software system deployed by Apax enables the portfolio 

companies to log and track and compare their year-on-year performance 

on non-financial metrics. Over the years, the portfolio companies have 

become more comprehensive in their data capture and the information is 

becoming more consistent. This enables a more granular analysis of the 

impact of ESG performance on the investments in Apax’s Funds.

Due to the annual ESG KPI data collection, Apax measures the progress 

Figure 2: Apax’s Reporting of ESG performance at the Fund level – 2017

Source: Apax  Partners Sustainability Report – 6th Edition

 

Reporting
Apax Partners publishes an annual sustainability report which provides 

insights into the ESG footprint of the Funds’ portfolio companies. The 

report is publicly available on the responsibility section of Apax’s website. 

This high level ESG transparency makes Apax an industry leader as there 

are not many other private equity fund managers with the framework and 

 Source: Apax  

Figure 3: Apax has published six annual sustainability reports so far 

processes in place which can illustrate this type of ESG reporting at the 

Fund level. The Firm strives to make continuous improvements in its ESG 

reporting to its investors and the broader public, adding topics such as 

diversity and Sustainable Development Goals in its annual sustainability 

report.
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Important information
This document has been prepared by Robeco Private Equity. Robeco Private Equity is the marketing name for the private equity division of Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V. (“Robeco”). 
Robeco is licensed in the Netherlands as an alternative investment fund manager within the meaning of Directive 2011/65/EC regarding alternative investment fund managers (the “AIFMD”). 
Robeco Private Equity has not yet started the process of registering the proposed funds and product ideas (the “Funds”) with the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (“AFM”) that are 
included in this document.

The information contained in this document is solely intended for professional investors within the meaning of the AIFMD or persons and/or entities which are authorized to receive such 
information under applicable laws of the relevant jurisdiction (the “recipient” or “you”).

Investors who are interested in potentially investing with Robeco should obtain their own legal and tax advice. Any decision to invest with Robeco should be based on full and final offering 
documents relating to a relevant Robeco financial instrument, which would be available free of charge at Robeco.

The private equity funds shown in this document (“Funds”) are presented solely as examples of Robeco Private Equity’s capabilities, for information purposes only and do not constitute an offer to, 
or an equivalent to subscribe for, or investment advice in connection with the Funds or any related financial instruments. The interests in the Funds have not been authorized or registered by any 
U.S. federal or state or any foreign securities commission or (financial) regulatory authority or supervisor in any jurisdiction. Please note that Robeco has not done any investigation with regard 
to the possibility of the offering of interests in the Funds outside the European Union and the interests in the Funds are intended for private placement purposes only in jurisdictions where such 
private placements are fully allowed. Therefore, each recipient represents warrants and agrees it has not made and will not make an offer of the interests in the Funds in any jurisdiction. There is no 
public market for the interests in the Funds. Please note that the Funds are not principal protected and as a result of this an investor might lose its entire investment. The value of investments may 
fluctuate. Past results are no guarantee of future performance. The information relating to performance is for historical information only. 

The information in this document has not been prepared by Robeco as investment research or an investment recommendation. Users of this information who provide investment services in the 
European Union have an own responsibility to assess whether they are allowed to receive the information in accordance with MiFID II regulations. To the extent the information qualifies as a 
reasonable and appropriate minor non-monetary benefit under MiFID II, users that provide investment services in the European Union are responsible to comply with applicable recordkeeping 
and disclosure requirements. Robeco does not except any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of the communication or its 
content.

This document has been prepared on a confidential one on one basis for private use by the recipient only, solely for discussion purposes with respect to Robeco Private Equity’s capabilities. 
Any reproduction or distribution of the content of this document, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of its contents, without the prior written consent of Robeco, is prohibited. By reading this 
document, the recipient fully agrees to the foregoing. Robeco makes no representation or warranty concerning the accuracy or completeness of the information in this document, and assumes no 
liability whatsoever to the recipients or any of their affiliates in connection with the use of or reliance on the document. Robeco assumes no duties to the recipients in relation to the information 
contained in the document, and has no obligation to update the recipients in the event that facts or assumptions contained therein or implied thereby alter or prove to be inaccurate or otherwise 
misleading. The recipients should rely solely on their own examination of the information contained or incorporated by reference in this document. All copyrights, patents, intellectual and other 
property, and licenses regarding the information in this document are held and obtained by Robeco. These rights will not be passed to persons accessing this information.

Unless otherwise specified, the information in this document has not been audited or reviewed by independent public accountants or financial auditors.

Contact 
Robeco Private Equity  

Investor Relations
Weena 850

3014 AD Rotterdam

The Netherlands

E   ir@robeco.nl
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